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	1. Introduction
	In a provocative 1955 study,� Táng Jūnyì 唐君毅 claims that the key to understanding the ethical thought of the Mèngzǐ 孟子 and the
	[p. 204]
	cognition or reasoning. Second, Táng thinks it misguided to seek to guide action by a general account of ethical norms or to g
	Táng’s position clearly requires more detailed explication before it can be evaluated fairly. But even this capsule summary al

	2. Mèngzǐ
	3. M(zǐ
	Táng’s discussion of the M(zǐ is complex, provocative, and disputable on many points. His central contention is that Mohist th
	Táng suggests that on the Mohist conception of mind, action always involves an intermediate process of cognition, which preven
	The Mohist ethical ideal of jiān ài 兼愛, or inclusive moral concern, is practically impossible and morally unattractive, among 
	The Mohist attempt to justify their normative ethics fails, ��[p. 216]��because the “reasoning mind” cannot provide moral just
	Before evaluating these criticisms, let me review Táng’s characterization of the “knowing mind” or “reasoning mind” that he cl
	Táng’s first criticism is based on his account of moral worth. To be morally worthy, he holds, an action must be an immediate,
	[p. 222]
	moral value. Moreover, if Táng is correct, then Mohist ethics is unable to explain moral worth.

	4. Concluding Remarks
	I conclude that the distinction Táng draws between the “knowing mind” or “reasoning mind” and the “dispositional-affective min
	The Mohist ethical theory is indeed flawed, but probably not
	[p. 233]
	for the reasons Táng identifies. As I have argued elsewhere,� the main difficulty with the Mohist theory probably lies in its 
	The persuasive parts of Táng’s account of Mencian moral psychology are largely compatible with the Mohist conception of mind. 


